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The Stove in storage as discovered by the Heritage Group in 2002
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Kirchenofen
Decorative Cast Iron Church Stove
Height=138 cm, c.1907
Margarethenofen
Cast Iron Margaret Stove
Height=121 cm, c.1900
IRISH STOVE 1900

Irischer Ofen
Cast Iron Irish Stove, German Patent No.464
Height=98 cm, c.1900
HERMITAGE STOVE 1850

Eremitageofen
Cast Iron “Hermitage” Stove
Height=103 cm, c.1850
MULTI-SECTION STOVE style 1777

**Etageofen**
Multi-section Cast Iron Stove: original style from 1777
Height=190 cm
CERAMIC TILE STOVE 1900

Kachel-Grundofen
Ceramic Tile Stove
Height=215 cm, c.1900
Wirtschaftsaufsatzofen
Economic Tower Oven
Height-152 cm, c.1900
PORTABLE STOVE 1910

Transportabler Kachelofen
Portable Tile Stove
Height=85cm, c.1910
IRISH STOVE 1920

Irischer Ofen
Irish Stove
Height=70 cm, c.1920
TILED RECTANGULAR COOKER 1900

French rectangular cooker by Thivet,
Cast and sheet iron with ceramic tiles complete with Bain-Marie*
Height 2’9” c.1900

* Vessel for holding hot water for gentle cooking
INSTITUTION STOVE 1880

French cylindrical institution stove “Le Phare”
Cast iron with extensive mica windows
Height 5’6” c. 1880
RECTANGULAR STOVE 1890

English rectangular stove by Moorwoods* (Sheffield)
Cast and enamelled sheet iron
Height 3’6” c.1890

*Later part of the Brightside Group
MASSONRY TILED STOVE 1900
MASONRY TILED STOVE 1900
BUZAGLO STOVE 1774
BUZAGLO STOVE, KNOLE ORANGERY
HADEN STOVE (AS POSTBOX), BRISTOL
HADEN STOVE, SOMERSET
STOVE, PETWORTH CHAPEL
GRUNDY STOVE, ST. BARNABAS, EPSOM
GURNEY STOVE, TEWKESBURY ABBEY
GURNEY STOVE, ST JAMES, LEICS.
TANGYE STOVE, ST MARY, WHITBY
MUSGRAVE STOVES, BELFAST
MUSGRAVE STOVES, MANNHEIM
MUSGRAVE STOVES, SLOVENIA
ELWOOD IRON WORKS, CHICAGO 1890
VINCENT SKINNER, BRISTOL [VICTORIAN]
HOWARD STEAM, SPRINGFIELD, MA. 1856
U.S. RADIATOR, SALTSBURG, PA. 1896

"ORNATE"
STEAM AND HOT WATER
RADIATORS

MANUFACTURED BY
United States Radiator Co.
Works at SALTSBURG, PA. PITTSBURG, PA.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 101 BEEKMAN ST.
WESTERN AGENTS: Dayton Supply Co. Dayton, O.
Corry Radiator, Corry, Pa. 1896

Well here's a Cuckoolulu Bird
An All Live Surface Indirect

"Losee's Champion"

For Steam or Water

Corry Radiator Co.
Corry, Pa.

New York Office, 101 Beekman St.
Verona pattern of American Radiators.
EXCELSIOR, PHILADELPHIA 1935

CATALOG No. 7 J

EXCELSIOR HEATING SPECIALTIES

A SLIGHT PUSH LOCKS IT.

THE EXCELSIOR ALWAYS.

HALL & CARPENTER
518-520 RACE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
WISE FURNACE, AKRON 1925

Wise 200 Series

SECTIONAL VIEW, SHOWING FURNACE, CASING, AND SMOKE-PIPE, COMPLETE

For Complete Specifications, see Page 16
The information and illustrations in this book have been taken from the Archives, Library, Electronic Records and Website of the CIBSE Heritage Group, all of which has been scanned, edited and documented for over twenty years by Frank Ferris, Webmaster and Brian Roberts, Archivist and former Chairman.

Two publications on stoves have been particularly important:

A small selection of the many illustrations in “HEISS GELIEBT Das Öfenbuch,” Lusatia Verlag, ISBN 978-3-936758-56-6 (In German)

Selected illustrations from 107 photographs In the “STOVE BOOK,”
Jo Reid & John Peck,
Mathews Miller Dunbar, London, 1977
ISBN 0 903811 22 7